
ON FROBENIUS EXTENSIONS I.

TADASΪ NAKAYAMA and TOSIRO TSUZUKU

As a generalization of the notion of Frobenius algebras over a field Kasch

[103 introduced that of Frobenius extensions of a ring. The present writers

[13] recently freed one of Kasch's main theorems from its rather strong S-ring

assumption of the ground ring. However, even with the removal of the S-ring

assumption of the ground ring the notion does not seem general enough, and

we wish, in the present paper and its sequel, to develope the theory upon the

basis of a more general notion of Frobenius extensions. Thus, we replace the

free module property of the extension by the projective module property (ac-

cording to a general tendency in algebra), which has been done in fact in case

of Frobenius algebras over a commutative ring in a previous work by Eilenberg

and one of the writers [4], and, further, take automorphisms of the ground

ring1* into the definition of Frobenius extensions (which seems quite natural

particularly in case of non-commutative rings). To such generalized notion of

Frobenius extensions we may extend many of Kasch's theorems, including those

which are immediate extensions of classical theorems for Frobenius algebras

and those which are essentially new, as the above alluded endomorphism ring

theorem. Also homological properties of Frobenius extensions, as were developed

in Hirata's [6] recent paper in succession to Eilenberg-Nakayama [4], can be

extended to our present generalized case; we shall also exceed [4], [6] some-

what in considering injective and weak dimensions.

On the other hand, we restrict ourselves, in the present work, to extensions

which are finitely generated modules over a ground ring. It is perhaps ap-

propriate to treat "infinite" Frobenius extensions in another work, since with

them we would face many problems of new kinds as Jan's [9] recent work on

infinite Frobenius algebras already shows.

§ 1. Frobenius extensions

In the present work a ring shall always have a unit element 1 and its

Received April 15, 1960.
2> Cf. a remark at the end of $ 1.
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90 TADASI NAKAYAMA AND TOSIRO TSUZUKU

subring shall contain 1. If W, 9? are right (say)-modules over a ring B (which

we express by writing 5RB, 9?#) and if β is an automorphism of B, we denote

by Horn/?,!* (9fl, 9?), or H o m ^ (9ft#, 9ϊi?), the module of all (B> j9)-homomorphisms

of W into 9ί, i.e. homomorphisms ψ (for mere additive groups) of Wl into 9c

satisfying φ(uh) = (<pu)βb for all M G I , &e JB. In case of A-J3-module >,3RΛ the

module Hoπi2?,p (WB, 9?*) has an A-right-module structure defined by2) (ψa)u

= t̂ βw ( « ε ^ ) , as usual, while in case of C-Z?-module r9?# it has a C-left-module

structure defined by (cψ)u = c(ψu) ( c e C ) .

PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a ring and B a subring of A. The set of con-

ditions :

lr) the B-right-module A is finitely generated and protective,

2r) RAA ̂  Homβ,p (As, BE) (BΊefty A-right isomorphism) with some auto-

morphism β Of By

is equivalent to the set of conditions:

1/) the BΊeft-module A is finitely generated and protective,

2[) AAn ^Hom 5,β' (BA, BB) {A-left, B-right isomorphism) with some auto-

morphism β' of B.

Proof. Assume l r ) . As AB is then a direct summand of a finitely gener-

ated free Z?-right-module, it follows readily that the ZMeft-module H o m ^ , ^ ^ ,

BB) is finitely generated and projective. So, if we further assume 2r), we ob-

tain 1/).

Next, generally (i.e. without assuming l r ) , 2r)) we obtain an A-left, B-right

homomorphism

(1) r : AAB ~* Hom/?,ri (Hom^p (AB, BB), BB) by defining

(2) (τa)ψ = β~ιψa {aeA, ψ^ Hom .̂p (An, BB))

that τa is a (B, β~L)-homomorphism of HomBj p (AB, BB) into BB may be seen in

(3) (τa)bψ = β'\bψ)a = β~xbψa = (β^^β^ψa

= (β'1b){τa)ψ (b€=B)

and the A-left, B-right homomorphism property of τ may be seen also readily

21 Ψau means Ψ{au). This principle on the order of operations will be adopted through-
out the present paper, if some parentheses or other indications or limitations do not point
out or restrict otherwise.
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in3 )

(4) (τ(aιa))φ = β^φia.a) = β'ιwala =

(5) (τ(ab))φ = β~ιψiab) = β~Hφa)βb = (β~1<fa)b

= ((rβ)ce)£= ((τa)b)<f.

If A is B-right-projective, then τ is monomorphic, since in that case there exists

for every « ^ 0 in A a cr with tto # 0 as we readily see by imbedding A;? into

a free J3-right-module. If further lr) is assumed, then r is epimorphic too, as

we see easily on considering AB as a direct summand of a finitely generated

free S-right-module. So, if lr) and 2 r) are assumed, we have

(6) AAB - H o m ΰ i Γ i (HomB,(,(i4B, £/?), ΛB)

lri («A, /?β) (A-left, β-right-isomorphisms),

proving 2/) with /9' = β'1.

By symmetry 1/) and 2/) imply l r ) and 2r) (with β = β'~ι).

Now we introduce

Definition. A ring A is said to be a 2. Frobenius extension (or a Frobe-

nius extension of 2nd kind) of its subring B when the equivalent sets of con-

ditions lr), 2r) and If), 2/) are fulfilled. If we wish to make the automorphism

β in 2 r) explicit, we speak of a 2. Frobenius extension with respect to β, or

simply a β-Frobenius extension. Further, a 1-Frobenius extension is called a

1. Frobenius extension (or a Frobenius extension of 1st kind).

Remark. The condition 2 r) implies that the A-right-module A is (A, i r -

relatively injective (not only projective, trivially), in the sense of Hochschild

[7] cf. Lemma 1 there. Symmetrically, a 2. Frobenius extension A of B is

(A, B)-relatively left injective.

PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a β Frobenius extension of Bt and β' be a second

automorphism of B. Then A is a β*-Frobenius extension of B if and only if the

automorphism β'β"1 of B is induced by an inner automorphism of A.

Proof. Set γ = β'β~\ By Γ : ψ -» γψ we obtain evidently a (B. r)-(Ay 1)-

3) A right operater is written in exponential form, on the shoulder of an element,
whenever there is an ambiguity; indeed, Ψa\a would mean Ψ(aιa).
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isomorphism Γ of Hom^p (ABy BB) to Hom/?,̂  (AB, BB) Now, suppose A is

simultaneously β- and β'-Frobenius over B and let accordingly Φ> Φ' be B~A-

isomorphisms of BAA to Ή.omB,p(AA, BB), Homi?,^ (AB, BB) respectively. The

composition p — Φ'~ιΓΦ is then a (B, r)-(A, 1)-automorphism of BAA. Hence

pi is a regular element in A (since {pl)A- pA- A and (pl)x = 0 ( # e A )

implies p# = 0, Λ;=0), and γ is induced by the transformation by pi (since

(γb)pl — pb = (pl)& for b^B). The converse can be seen by reversing the

argument.

PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a β-Frobenius extension of B, and Φ be a BA-

isomorphism of BAA to ΉomB,?(AB, BB). A second map Φ' of BAA to Honr^

(AB, BB) is a BΆ-isomorphism if and only if Φ'1Φ/ is a left multiplication of a

regular element in A element-wise commutative tvith B.

Proof This is readily seen either directly or by setting γ - 1 (and inter-

changing Φ and Φ1) in the proof to the preceding proposition.

Remark. Proposition 3 indicates already that it will be useful to generalize

the notion of Frobenius extensions further by taking (not only 'automorphisms

of the subring B but) some automorphisms of the extension ring A and some

isomorphisms of B with a second subring of A. Postponing our study of such

further generalizations till a later paper, we will however restrict ourselves to

the above defined 1. and 2. Frobenius extensions in the present paper, since

they seem to offer a certain suitable degree of generality.

§ 2. Bilinear form and scalar product characterizations of Frobenius ex-

tensions

Let A be a 2. Frobenius extension of B with respect to an automorphism

β of B, and let Φ denote a £-A-isomorphism of BAA to Hom^p (As, BB). Φ

induces an A-Z?-isomorphism F of HomΛ, r i (Hom^p iAEί BB), BB) to Hom/?,rι

(BA} BB), which was used in (6). There we proved also that the natural AB-

homomorphism τ of AAB to H o m ^ r i ( H o m ^ (AB, BB), BB) is an isomorphism,

to the effect to obtain in (6) an Λ-B-isomorphism Ψ of AAB to Hom^-i (BA, BB)

by

(7) Ψ^Fτ.

This explicit expression of (6) gives a 1-1 correspondence, Φ -* Ψ} between the
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isomorphisms in 2r) and those in 2/) with /3"1 = β'y since r is fixed and since

the correspondence can be reversed by symmetry.

We may express the correspondence in a more symmetric form. Thus, we

have by (2), (7)

(8) (Ψa)x = (Fra)x - (τa)(Φx) = β~\Φx)a

for all ayx^A. Further, (Ψa)x = (aΨl)x = (Ψl)ixa) and similarly (Φx)a

= {(Φl)x)a= (Φl)(xa). Hence

(9) (Φl)x = β(Ψl)x

for all x e A, or, in other words,

(10) Φl

PROPOSITION 4. If A is a 2. Frobenius extension of B with respect to an

automorphism β of B and if Φ is a B-A-isomorphism of PAA to Hom^^Λp, BB),

then π = Φ\ is a (By l)-(B, β)Λbilinear) homomorphism of the B-two sided module

A into B satisfying

\r) πaA = 0 (β e A) implies a = 0,

U) πAa = 0 ( o s A ) implies a = 0,

iir) /or ẑ ̂ ry CP /^ Hom^p (AB, J5j?) ί̂ ^r^ exists an element a in A with ψx = πax

( = TΓ^^) /or all x^A (i.e. HomB^(AB, BB) = ^ 4 ) ,

ii/) Hom ί > Γ ι (ΛA, BB) - AiS"1;:.

Conversely\ if A is an extension of B satisfying the condition lr) {of Proposition

1) and if there is a (B, \)-{B-β)-homomorphism π of P,AB into B satisfying ir)

and iir), where β is an automorphism of B, then A is a β-Frobenius extension

over B and π =- Φ\ with a certain B-A-isomorphism Φ of BAA to HomB)P (AB, BB)

(and π satisfies i/), ii/) too).

Proof. Under the assumption for the first half, we have π = Φl = βψl (with

Ψ as before) and, therefore, 7rGHomΰ>i (BA, BB), GHomB)f) (AB, BB) and is thus

a (B, l)-(B, β)"homomorphism of Γ,AB into B. If πaA = 0 then 0=(Φl)aA

= (Φl)aA — (Φa)A whence Φa — 0 and so a = 0. Similarly 7rAα = 0 implies <2 = 0.

Further, πA ^= (Φ1)A = ΦA = HomB,p (AΛ, SB). Similarly we have ii/).

Conversely, for any automorphism β of B and any (JB, l)-(5, β)-homo-

morphism K of j)Aji into J5 we obtain a 2?-A-homomorρhism Φ of τ?Â  into
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^p (AB, BB) on associating each a&A with ^ £ H o m S ) ? (An, BB) denned

by ψax = πaxy i.e. by ψa = 7r*. When ir), iir) are satisfied, 0 is (a monomorphism

and an epimorphism, whence) an isomorphism. Hence A is a β-Frobenius ex-

tension of B provided that lr^ is satisfied too. We have πx = ψix - (Φl)x.

COROLLARY 5. Under l r ), A is β-Frobenius over B if and only if there is a

(By l)-(B, β)-homomorphism π of BAB into B satisfying ir), iir).

We note also that the existence of a (B, 1)~(B, β)-homomorphism K of BAB

into B satisfying i r), i/) is equivalent to the existence of a l-/9-scalar product

< > in B of the JEMeft-module A and the £-right-module A satisfying

0) <x, yz> = <xy, z> for x} y, a e A,

1) < > is regular.

(A βo-β-scalar product < > in B of a iMeft-module 2 and a J3-right-module 9?

is a (£, βo)-(B, β)-bilinear map of 2 x 31 into B, and it is called regular if

<x, 9f> = 0 implies # = 0 and <2, ̂ > == 0 implies jy = 0). We have merely to set

Now, with π as in Proposition 4, set

for a subset X of A. We have

PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a 2. Frobenius extension of B and let π-Φl as in

Proposition 4 For any direct B-right decomposition

(11) A = 3?! + ίR2+ + » „

of Ay we obtain a direct B-left decomposition

(12) A = 2i + 2 2+ +8«

Mtfffc 8v = £*5RC (5Ri = 9ti+ +3ίv-i + 3ίv+i+ +3i«). PF̂  to, /or * = 1,

. . . , n,

(13) 9?v

Further, 2v - HomΛ,p (9?v, BB) (B-left), sJtv - Hom ί > r i (2v, BB) (B-right) if A is

β'Frobenius over B and π is (B, 1)-(J5, β)-bilinear.

Proof. With β as prescribed in the last part of the proposition we see,
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from (11), that Homj?,p(Aj?, ft?) is naturally (ZMeft) isomorphic to the direct

sum

Hom*,p(9ft> BB)+ * +HomΛ f P(3ϊ», BB).

Here H o m ^ (9ίv, BB) corresponds to the submodule of Hom/?,p(Ajj, BB) consist-

ing of all elements of Homj?fP (A«, BB) mapping 3lί into 0. Turning from

Horn/?,-? (Ant BB) to A by Φ~ι we obtain a direct ZMeft decomposition (12) where

2v consists of all elements a of A such that (Φα )3U = 0. The last relation means

By symmetry we get a Z?-right decomposition

(14) A = i?ΛSi'+ ' " + i?*S«

with 8(, = 8 i + + 8 v - i + 8 v + i + - - + 8 n , and 2?Λ8l ~ H o m B f Γ i (Sv, J?£) (B

right). For μ ^ v we have 3?μ e 9ΐv whence τr2μ9ι\ = 0. Hence π2l$U = 0 whence

9? v £#π8v. From this and the direct decompositions (11), (14) we have

(15) 9?v = /?«8v.

Hence ϋ?πZ,π9ίv = RnLnRn2l- The right-hand side is equal to i?πSί, by a general

property of so-called Galois correspondences. So we get (13), again by (15).

Example 1. Let B be a ring which is a direct sum of mutually orthogonal

subfields ft, B2. Let A be the ring of all vectors x = (6i, b, b') with £i e ft and

6, b'^B2, the addition and multiplication in A being defined componentwise.

Regard the set of x with b-bf as B. It is easy to see that A is a 1. Frobenius

extension of B set e.g. πx = b\ + & + &'. But A is not a Frobenius extension of

B in the old sense (as in [10] and [13]), since A is not Z?-right (say) free.

In this example, however, A is a direct sum of two mutually orthogonal

rings (consisting respectively of vectors of form (bu 0, 0) or (0, b, b1)) which

are Frobenius in the old sense over ft, B2 respectively.

Example 2. Let A be the ring of all matrices of form

x =

in a field K\ for simplicity's sake we write x = [£, 77, C, ω]. Let 5 be the sub-

ring of A consisting of all x with C = ω •- 0. ei = [1, 0, 0, 0], #> = [0, 1, 0, 0] are
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two primitive idempotents in B. B has an automorphism β which interchanges

ξ with η land hence β\ with e2). Now, set

πx = ωei -f Ce2.

If x = Zξ, ?, C, ω] then #£ = [£?, ηyj, C?-f τ?C, ωτ?-h£αf] and hence

TΓΛ;£ ~ (ω? + ξω)ei + (Cf -f γC )έ?2.

From this relation we see easily that π is a (£, 1)-(S, /3)-homomorphism of

BAB to J5. From the same relation we also see readily that the condition \r)

in Proposition 4 holds. Hence we have a (B-A-) monomorphism a->φa=πa

of BAΔ into Hom^^Ai?, BB). On the other hand, 1 and u = lθ, 0, 1, 1] form a

free 5-right basis of A (and, hence, l r ) ) is satisfied. Therefore, Homj5,p (An, BB)

is a free J5-left-module of rank 2. Since (1, u) is also a free ZMeft basis of A,

the map a -* ψa = τrβ is epimorphic too. A is thus a 2. Frobenius extension of

B with respect to β. (This we may verify more rapidly by considering J5-right

and jEMeft bases (1, u) and (u, 1), dual to each other in the sense of Propo-

sitions 10, 12 below).

But A is not 1. Frobenius over By because our automorphism β of B can

not be induced by a transformation by a regular element in A as we readily

see.

§3. Dimensions in Frobenius extensions

With an extension A of B, an automorphism β of B, and with a J3-left-

module m, we define an A-left-homomorphism

(16) τ : A®Bm ~> Hom^p-i (Hom^p (AB,

by

(17)

, γ> e Horns,p(As, j?i?)) the verification is similar as in (3), (4).

If lr) is the case, this homomorphism τ is an isomorphism. If A is β~Frobenius

over B, then we have thus

A <g>JSm ̂  Horn/?,p-i (HomB ) P (AB> BB), vn)

^Hom/},Γ i( ΰΛ, m) (A-left).

(This is a generalization of the relation (6) (which was made explicit in (7)),

but the generalization becomes complete only when we consider a B-B-moάule

m and we consider A-B- isomorphisms instead of mere A-left-isomorphisms).
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We combine our isomorphism

(18) Λ®stn ^Hom β ) Γ i ( ΰ A, m) (A-left)

first with [1], VI, Prop. 4.14 to obtain (cf. [4], [6])

LEMMA 7. With a β-Frobenius extension A of B we have

(19) Ext2(S, A®Bm) ^ E x t | ( 2 , (β"\ m))

for any A-left-module 8, any B-left-module m and any integer #2:0, where (β~ί

f tπ)

denotes the BΊeft- module whose structure is obtained from the B-left-module

structure of m with elements of B acted by β"1 before operating.

Proof. Thus

Hom^ (S, A ®Bm) ^ HOIΪU (8, Hom^p-i UA, m))

^Hom^β-^AίguS, m)=Homj3,p-i(2, m)

^ Horn* (8, (/Γ\ m)),

which proves (19) for <? = 0. On replacing here 2 with an A-(left-) protective

resolution 36 of 2 and observing that 36 is also a 5-ρrojective resolution of 8,

we obtain, in passing to homology, (19) for q > 0.

THEOREM 8. Let A be a 2. Frobenius extension of B. Then

(20) l.dim^2 = l.dimΛ2

for any A-left-module 2 with 1. dinu 2 < °°.

Proof runs again similarly as in Eilenberg-Nakayama [4] or Hirata [63.

Thus, set 1. dim^ 2 = n < °°. There exists then an A-left-module Wl with

Ext" (2, 2ft )#0. Consider an exact sequence

(21) o-->5K->8->2R-»O

with 5 A-left-free. Since Ext2+1 (2, 91) =0 it follows that the induced homo-

morphism Ext^ (2, 80 -* Ext2 (2, 3K) is an epimorphism, and therefore Ext2 (2, 80

# 0. Now, 8 ^ A ®B in with a ZMeft-free module m, and, by our lemma,

ExtS(S, (jΓ\ τπ))^Ext2(8, iA®Bm)) =Ext2(8, 8) Hence ExtS (8, (β~\ m))

^ 0 which proves 1. dinu> 2 ^ n - 1. dim^ 2. That 1. dim^ 2 ^ 1 . dim^ 2 is clear

since A is ZMeft-projective.

THEOREM 9. Let A be a 2. Frobenius extension of B. Then
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(22) 1. inj. dim* m ;> 1. inj. dim^ (A ®Bm)

> 1. inj. dim* (A ® B m).

for any B-left-module in. If further the B-B-module B is γ-1-isomorphic to a

direct summand of the B-B-module A, γ being some automorphism of B, then

the inequalities in (22) become equalities.

Proof. The first inequality in (22) follows from Lemma 7. As for the

second one, we have generally 1. inj. dim^ 2 > 1. inj. dimi? 8 for any A-left-module

8, since every A-injective resolution of 8 is also a J5-injective resolution because

of l/).4> The last part of the theorem is clear, since under the assumption the

^-left-module A<g>z?m has a direct ZMeft-summand r'Msomorphic to m.

Setting m = B we have

COROLLARY 10. Let A be a 2. Frobenius extension of B. Then

(23) 1. inj. dinu> Zϊ i> 1. inj. dim^ A ^ 1. inj. dinu> A.

Under the same additional condition as in the last part of Theorem 9 we have

equalities in (23).

COROLLARY 11. Let A be 2. Frobenius over B. If B is left self-injectivef then

A is so too. In particular, if B is a quasi-Frobenius ring (in the sense of^ [12]),

then A is a such too. Under the additional condition as in the last part of

Theorem 9 the converses of these contentions are also true.

For the characterization of quasi-Frobenius rings by (left) self-injectivity

cf. [8], [4].

Now, combining the isomorphism (18) with [1], VI, Prop. 4.13, we have

(cf. [5])

LEMMA 7'. With a β-Frobenius extension A of B we have

(24) Ext2 (Horn* (BAy m), 8) ^Ext%((β~\ m), 8)

for any A-left-module 8, any B-left-module m and any integer q>0.

Proof is, thus, quite similar to that of Lemma 7. We have, by (18),

Honu (Homjs,p-i(BA, m), 8) ^ Homu (A®*nt, 8)

4) The same follows also from lr), or even from a weaker condition that A is £-right
flat; see [1], VI, Ex. 10.
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^ Horn* (m, Homu (A, £)) = Horn* (m, 2).

Replacing m with (jSΓ1, m) we obtain the case q = Q of (24). Replacing then 2

with its A-injective resolution ςβ) observing that ?) is also a 23-injective resolution,

because of l/),5) and passing to homology, we get (23) for q> 0.

Dually to Theorem 8 we have

THEOREM 8'. Let A be 2. Frobenius over B. Then

(25) 1. inj. dim^ 8 = 1. inj. dim* 2

for any A-left-module 8 with 1. inj. dinu 2 < °°.

Proof We set 1. inj. diiru 2 = n < oo, and take an A-left-module 9ft

with Ext* (9ft, 2) *0. Let m be an injective B-left-module having a B-left-

submodule isomorphic to the ZMeft-module 9ft. Then Horn* (BA, m) is, by [1],

VI, Prop. 1.4 (cf. [2] for a different proof), an injective A-left-module and con-

tains a A-left-submodule isomorphic to Hom^ί^A, 9ft). The last module has in

turn an A-left-submodule Hom^ (AA, 9ft) ^ 9ft. Thus we have proved the ex-

istence of exact sequence

(26) 0 -> 9ft -* HomB (SA9 m) -> 31 -* 0

of A-left-modules, where Homβ (BA, m) is A-left-injective. On considering the

exact sequence Ext2 (Homβ (BA, m), 8) -» Ext^ (9ft, 2) -• Ext2+1 (5ϊ, 2) = 0 and

on applying (24) we can, now prove Ext2((/Γ\ m), 2)^0 . Hence \Λn).B2^n

= 1. dim^ 2. That 1. inj. dim* 2 ^ 1 . inj. dim^ 2 is again clear, since every A-left-

injective resolution is by 1/) also a ZMeft-injective resolution.^

THEOREM 9'. Let A be 2. Frobenius over B. Then

(27) 1. dim* m ;> 1. dinu Horn* (BA, m)

>1. dimBE.omB (sA, m)

for any B-left-module m. If the additional condition in the last part of Theorem

9 holdsy then we have equalities in (27).

Proof. The first inequality in (27) follows from Lemma 7'. The second one

is clear from 1/) cf. the final part of our proof to Theorem 8. The last con-

5) Cf. the preceding foot-note 4).
6> See the foot-note 4).
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tention in our theorem is also evident, since under the condition the JS left-

module Hom5 (BAt m) has a direct summand r^-isomorphic to m.

Further, we have

LEMMA 7". With a β-Frobenius extension A of B we have

(28) Tor,? (9ΐ, Hom^UA, m)) ̂  Torf Of, (β~\ m))

for any A-right-module 9ί , any B-left-module m and any integer q^O.

Proof is similar to those of Lemmas 7, 7' and is thus simply to combine

(18) with [1], VI. Prop. 4.1.2; replace Γ, Λ, A, C there by A, B. % (β'\ m).

THEOREM 8". Let A be 2. Frobenius over B. Then

(29) 1. w. dim^ S = 1. w. dim* 2

for any A-left module 2 with l.w.diπuS < °°

Proof. It is sufficient to prove a similar equality for an A-right-module 3f

with r. w. dim^ 3f < °°. Denoting the last dimension by n} let 531 be an Λ-left-

module with Tor^ (3ί, 9K) #0. Let m be as in the proof to Theorem 8'. We

have the exact sequence (26) with HOWJΪUA, m) Λ-left-injective. The corre-

sponding homology exact sequence Torf+1 Of, 31)( = 0) -* Torf (% 3R) -> Tor^ (%

Horns (BA, m)) implies that its last term does not vanish. But, this last term

is by Lemma 7" isomorphic to Tor^ (9t, (β~\ m)). Hence r. w.dim^ ϊί ̂  n.

That conversely r. w.dimβ 3ϊ ^ r. w. dim^ 9ί follows from l r) (or even from the

5-right-flatness cf. [1], VI, Ex. 10).

THEOREM 9". Let A be 2. Frobenius over B. Then

(30) 1. w. dimi? m ;> 1. w. dim^ Hom# (BA, m)

> 1. w. dim^ Horn* (xA, m).

If the additional condition in the last part of Theorem 9 holds, then we have

equalities in (30).

Proof. (30) follows from Lemma 7" and a general inequality whose (left-

right) counter-part was used already in the final part of the above proof to

Theorem 8".

Remark. The inequalities which we obtain by exchanging A®j?m, Honu>

(]tA, m) in (22), (27), (30) are rather trivial ones holding under the conditions
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1/), l r) only,7) contrary to the deeper lying first inequalities in (23), (27), (30).

§4. Quasi-free Frobenius extensions

A left-(resp. right-) module over a ring B is called quasi-free, when it is

a direct sum of Z?-left-(right-) submodules each of which is JB-isomorphic to a

left (right) ideal of B generated by an idempotent in B; cf [3]. We remark

that if e is an idempotent in B and β is an automorphism of B> then

(31) Hom*,β ({eB)B, BB) - Bβe( = βBe)8) (E-left),

(32) HomB f P {B(Be)> BB) ~ (βe)B( = βeB) (B-right),

as we easily see in customary way.

Now, we strengthen lr), W (in Proposition 1) into the conditions:

lr) the Z?-right-module A is finitely generated and quasi-free,

1?) the iMeft-module A is finitely generated and quasi-free,

and obtain

PROPOSITION 1°. For a ring A and its subring B the set of conditions 1?),

2r) is equivalent to the set 1?), 2r).

Proof runs similarly as in that of Proposition 1 if we observe (31), (32).

Definition. A ring A is said to be a quasi-free 2. Frobenius extension of

its subring B when the equivalent sets of conditions l r ) , 2r) and 1?), 2/) are

fulfilled. Termilnologies as "quasi-free β-Frobenius", "quasi-free 1. Frobenius"

are defined similarly.

PROPOSITION 10. Let A be a quasi-free β-Frobenius extension of By and let

(33) A = i?i+ +Rn (#v = fv£)

be a direct decomposition of A into B-right modules such that each R^-v^B

{p = 1, . . . , n) is B-right'isomorphic to a right-ideal evB of B generated by an

idempotent £v in B by the correspondence υvjy -» e^y (y^B). Then, for any

given B-A-isomorphism Φ of BAA and Hom ,̂̂  (AB, BB) there exists a system of

elements uu . . . , un in A (dual to vi, . . . , vn) such that

7) Some even under a weaker condition of £?-flatness of A. Cf. [1], VI, Ex. 10; it may
not be useless to remark that (,?)A in the last formula there (1st. edition) should read

8> Here, and for the followings, we recall our agreement made in foot-note 2).
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(34)

We have a direct decomposition

(35) -A = £tei+ Λ-Bun

and each component Bu^ is B-left-isomorphic to Bβe^ by the correspondence yuv

Proof. Denote by ψ» the Z?-right-homomorρhism of A into B such that

<PvVv = ev and <P^vμ-Q for μ^v. Observing that every E-right-homomorphic

image in B of vvB (whence of e^B) is obtained from evB by a left-multiplication

of an element of B, we obtain then readily a direct decomposition

(36) Hom*.p (AB, BB) = βBψi + + βBψn = Bβψx + + Bβfn.

We have e^ψv = ψyy Bψ^Be, (β-left), and βBψ^βBeΛ =BβeJ (B( = j9B)-left).

Observing βφv e Homs,? (Afi, BB), set

(37) u^φ-'βφ, (eA).

Then we obtain our assertions readily (cf. Proof to Proposition 6). In particu-

lar, we have (Φuμ)vv = (βψμ)v<v = βψμv^ = dμ^βeμ.

Remark. With the (J5, 1)-(J?, i3)-homomorphism of A into £ 7r = 01 as in

Proposition 4 the relation (34) may be expressed as

(38) πuμ Vv = d μ v βeμ

observe Φwμ = Φluμ~ {Φl)Uμ- - πu* as operators on A. In terms of the scalar

product < > defined by <#, jy> = πxy as in our observation following Corollary 5,

our relation is evidently expressed also as

(39) <uμt υμ> = dμvβeμ.

We have also

(40) 1 = Σtfvβ^TΓWv

For, if we put l = Σ^v^v (y^^e^B), we have 7τwμ =
V V V

= (βeμ)βyv = βeμy* = βyv, which proves the first half of (40). The second half

of (40) is proved similarly; we remark that β does not appear explicitly in the

last sum in (40).

PROPOSITION 11. Let #v, u^ U = 1, . . . , n) be as in Proposition 10. For
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every element x of A each product xυ^ is expressed uniquely as

n

(41) #tfv=
μ

and we have

(42)

Proof. The first half is rather evident. We have then

u

i.e. πuμ.xv* = βyKv. Similarly we obtain πuμxv^ = zμv if we set wμ# = Σ̂ μvWv
V = l

(z^G(βeμ)Bβev). We must have £μv = #yμv, and hence (42).

Conversely we have

PROPOSITION 12. Let B be a subring of a ring A. Let there be a system #v,

u^ (i/ = l, . . . , n) of elements in A such that the direct decompositions (33),

(35), i.e.

A = ViB-r - - Λ VnB

= Bui + + Bun

holdf that we have isomorphisms v^B^e^B (B-right)y Bu^^Bβe^ (BΊeft) by

z/v<->£v, Hv*>β£v, with idempotents e^ in B and, that (41) (with x^A) entails

(42). Then A is β-Frobenius over B.

Proof. The condition lr) of Proposition 1 is evident by (33) and v^B Z: evB.

To verify 2r) we observe that the same decomposition (33) and isomorphism

v^B^e.B (v>,oev) imply the existence of n /3-homomorphisms ψ^ of An into

B such that

Associating each uv with φ* and observing (35) and Bu^^Bβe^ (u^oβej, we

readily obtain a B-left isomorphism of BA and Homβ,β(Aκ, Bβ). It is also an

A-right isomorphism by virtue of (41), (42).

THEOREM 13. Let A be a β-Frobenius extension of B, and let v^> uv (v = 1,

. . . , n) be as in Proposition 10 (with a given B A-isomorphism Φ of nAA to

Horns,p (AB, BB)).

Suppose that the automorphism β of B can be extended to an automorphism
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of A, which we denote also by β. Then the sum

(43) ιι>= Σ(/9f>v)«v
v = l

in A satisfies

(44) (βx)w = wx for all x^A.

The element w is determined uniqualy by Φ, (B-right) isomorphism type of the

direct decomposition (33), and the extended automorphism β of A, independent

of the choice of Vv, u*.

Proof The formula (44) follows readily from (41), (42) of Proposition 11.

Let next υ[y ul (v — 1, . . . , n) be a second system of elements in A such

that we have direct decompositions

= Bu[ + + Bu'n

wiui υ[B (resp. Bui) B-right (resp. left) isomorphic to elB(resp. Bβe[) by v[

-* el (resp. ul -̂  βel)y el idempotent, and (Φul)vl = d^βe^. We first assume that

VvB = vlB, Buv-Bul hold for every v = 1, . . . , n. Then we have v[ = v*zv,

ul --=y^u^ with £v e ^ v ^ ί , v̂ e (βel)Bβev. Then

= πulvl =

Moreover, we have also Wv-^v^l with w^^(βe^)Bβel, and from

ul = Vv Wv wί we obtain readily Wv̂ v = j9̂ v, y^w , = /3̂ t. Hence

So (βzχ,)y^ = ẑ v̂ v = ̂ v and we have

Next we assume el = ev (i> = l, . . . , Λ) (hence vlB^υ^B, Bul^Bu, (but
w n

not necessarily vlB = v*B, Bul = Bu>)). Put vj, = Σ^μ^μv, «ί = Σ^v μ % with
μ=i μ=i

n

Zμ.v(=eμ.Bev, j'vμG (βe*)Bβeμ. Then ulvl= Σ yμχUκvmzωyf and applying π we

have
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or

β, 0 \

= YZ with Y= (jyμv), Z = (j9zμv).
0 βen

n

As we have uv = Σ & V ^ M with some w\,μ e (βe^)BβeVL, we have, by a habitual
μ = l

argument as before,

or

Hence

These considerations, combined, settle the general case where we simply

assume v[B ~ v^B (whence Bui ^ Bu^) (v = 1, . . . , n).

In case B is semi-primary (a ring B is called semi-primary when its (Jacob-

son) radical iVis nilpotent and the residue ring B/N satisfies minimum condition)

every projective right (say)-module over B is quasi-free; see Nagao-Nakayama

[11], Eilenberg [3]. Hence every 2. Frobenius extension A of B is quasi-free.

We have further

COROLLARY 14. Let A be a β'Frobenius extension of a semi-primary ring B,

where β is an automorphism of B, and suppose that β can be extended to an
n

automorphism of A, denoted also by β. Then the sum w~ 'Σ(βv^)u^ ((43)) in

Theorem 13, with z\, u^ in Proposition 10, is determined uniquely by Φ and the

extended automorphism β of A only, independent of the decomposition (33) and

the choice of vv, Wv

Proof. Decompose each £v into a (finite) sum el + e" + of mutually

orthogonal primitive idempotents el, elf, . . .. Put υl-υ^el, v" -v^el', . . .

and similarly ul = βelu*, u" = βe"u*, . . . . Then we have

A = v[B+vϊB+ +v'nB+v'r!B+ (direct)

and
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Further

This reduces the consideration of the sum Σ(00v)«v to a case where the

idempotents £v are primitive. Since the direct (Z?-right) decomposition (33) of

A corresponding to such a case of primitive e^ (which is equivalent to that B-

right modules i?v are directly indecomposable) is unique up to (£-right) iso-

morphisms, we have our uniqueness assertion by Theorem 13.

§ 5. Frobenius extensions over an S-ring

Let 2, 9ΐ be respectively a left- and a right-module over a ring B. With an

automorphism β of B, we consider, as we did in connection of Corollary 5 in

§ 1, a l-/9-scalar product <> of 2, 3? in B.

If ΪR is in particular a B-right-module of form 9f = eB with an idempotent

e in By then the B-left-module HomB,p (3ίΛ, BB) and 9ΐ have a regular 1-β-scalar

product defined by <φ,χ>=zψχ (#e9ί, ^ eHoms.p (BB)) HomBfP (3tΛ, & ) is

ZMeft isomorphίc to J9β£ = βi?e and, if we identify it with this module Bβe, the

(l-j3 ) scalar product ζy, ΛΓ> is nothing but the product yβx in B. Thus, more

generally, if SR is a finitely generated quasi-free ^-right-module, then the ZMeft-

module

(U) 8 = HomBfP(8f«, Bn)

is quasi-free, a natural correspondence gives

(45)

and, further, the pair S, 3? has a regular 1-β-scalar product. This is merely a

restatement of a fact which underlay our consideration in § 4. Indeed, if 2, 9ί

are £-left- and £-right modules such that (44), (45) hold, then we obtain a

regular l-β-scalar product for 2, M in B by

(u, vy =• uv

on considering &e 2 = HomB,p (9fτ?, & ) as a map of 9ί into JB, and for every

direct decomposition

(46) 9Ϊ= Σ r ,

of 9ί into (a finite number of) J5-right-submodule§ we obtain a direct decompo-
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sition

(47) 8 = Σ l f

of 2 with U denoting the left annihilator of Σ xj in 2 with respect to the scalar

product < > and satisfying

(48) 1/ ̂  Horn*,p (r/Λ, BB) (B-left),

Π - Hom«.p-i (Λίi, «B) (B right).

Now, Kasch [10] studied scalar products of free modules over a certain

type of ring, called S-ring a ring B is called an S-ring when it satisfies mini-

mum condition and, moreover, the right annihilator r(l) in B of a left ideal ί

different from B and the left annihilator l(x) in B of a right ideal r different

from B are always both different from 0;

r( ί )#0, /(r)*0 (l*B, x * B).

(Kasch studied only ordinary 1-1-scalar products but a generalization to 1-/3-

(or βo-β ) case is rather immediate). We first observe that his proof to Satz 1

there remains valid for a case where the ambient spaces 2, 3ί need not be

vector spaces (i.e. free modules). So we have (changing "left" and "right" in

Kasch's formulation)

LEMMA. Let 2, 3? be respectively a left- and a right module over an S-ring

B, and let 3ΐi be a finitely generated {or, more generally, countably generated) free

B-righi submodule of 3ί. Suppose that 2 and 3ΐ have a regular!- β scalar product

< > in B. Then 2 has a free B-left-submodule 2i such that 2ι and ίJϊi have free

bases orthogonal with respect to < > the BΛleft-) rank of 2i is then equal to

the B-{right) rank of 3ΐi, where the B-rank of a free B-module is defined to be

the number of terms in its B-free basis.

Using this lemma we can show that for an S-ring B a converse of the above

remark holds. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 15. Let 3ΐ be a finitely generated projective right-module over

an S-ring B, and 2 a B-left-module. If 2 and 3ΐ have a regular 1-β-scalar pro-

duct < > in By then

1 ) 2 - HomB,p (31*, BB) (B-left),

:){ ̂  HomBfP-i (BS, BB) (B-right)
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2) for every projectiυe B-right-submodule 9h of 9? we have R(L($ϊι)) = 9h,

where L(ίίh) (resp. R(L($h)) is the left (resp. right) annihilator of 3fi (resp.

L(3M) in 2 (resp. 90 with respect to < >, and direct decompositions

(49) 2

hold with some B-left-submodule 2i of £.

Proof. We obtain a B-left-monomorphism 2 -» HomB,P (9ϊ/*, BΛ) by associat-

ing each element y of 8 with the element <fy of HomB,p (9?/?, Bi?) such that ψyx

= <v, #>. Hence we may, and shall, consider 2 as a submodule of HomB,p (9ΐ;?,

BB).

On the other hand, there is a finitely generated free B-right-module %

which has 3ϊ as a direct summand 3ϊ0 = 9? Θ 9ίί'. We have, as usual,

(50) Horn*,? (Mo/?, BB) =•• HomΛfl, (9^, & ) 0Hom*,p (9ίi, βΛ).

As the B-right-module 9Γ is projective, Hom^, (9ΐr, BB) and 9ϊ' have a regular

l-/5-scalar product in B. Further, we are given a regular 1-β-scalar product,

< >, for 2 and 9ϊ. From these two regular 1-β-scalar products we obtain a

regular l-β-scalar product in B, for 8 θ Horn*,«, (3f'ff, B) and 9ϊ©9l'. Hence, by

the arjove lemma, 8θHomJδ,β (Ήί?, 5) has a submodule having a free basis

orthogonal to a such of 9ΐθ9ΐ' = 9?0 Since 2θHorn*,? (9fi, β) is contained

in HomBfίϊ(9ϊoB, SB), by (50), it follows that

(β-right-rank of %) £ (i5-right-rank of HomBf?(3ϊoB, BBY),

and the equality holds only when 2 = Hom^p (9ΪB, BB)* The 5-left-rank of

HomB,p(9foB, BB) is, however, clearly equal to the i?-right-rank of 3f0. Hence

8 coincides necessarily with Hom^p (9JB, BB), to have the first relation of the

assertion 1) in our proposition. The second relation then follows by the general

remark we made above.

Let next 3h be any projective #-right-submodule of 9ί. As our regular

(1-/3-) scalar product < > for 2, 3ί induces a such for the residue-module 2/Liίih)

and 9ίi, the assertion 1) (applied to 3ίi in place of 9ί) shows that the B-left

module 2/^(3fi) is projective. Hence there is a B-left-submodule Si of 8 such

that 2 = 8iθL(3ϊi). By our general remark we have then 3ί = R(2ι) θi?(X(9ϊi)).

We have also 3ίi - Homΰ, ri U(2/L(9ϊi)), BB) (B-right). Since also the B-right-

module RiLWRi)) is, as a direct summand of 3ΐ, projective, we have similarly
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) *Homp, ri(Bί8/I(i?(I(31i)))), *B) (5-right). But here L(R(L{ίίiι)))

= L(3ίi). Hence 9ΐi^/?(L(ϊRi)) (bright) and necessarily SRi = /?(£,( 3M) in fact.

This shows 5R = i?(2t) e 9?i.

Now, in case the ground ring B is an S-ring our previous characterizations

of Frobenius extensions by means of bilinear homomorphisms and scalar pro-

ducts, given in Proposition 4, Corollary 5 and a remark succeeding them, may

be modified as follows:

PROPOSITION 16. Let A be a ring having an S-ring B as a subring, and

assume that the B-left-module A is finitely generated and projectiυe (i.e. the con-

dition lr) in Proposition 1). Let β be an automorphism of B. Then A is β-

Frobenius over B if and only if either one of the following conditions holds:

a) there is a (B, 1)-(B, β)-homomorphism π satisfying ir), i/) of Proposition

4 {i.e. that a = 0 (# e A) is implied either by πaA = 0 or by πAa = 0)

β) there exists a regular 1-β-scalar product < > in B of the B-left-module A

and the B-right-module A such that ζx, yz) - <#y, z> for all x, y, z e A.

Proof. The equivalence of a) and β) we noted already in §1 (in fact

without the S-ring assumption). Also the necessity of the conditions a), β)

was seen in § 1 (again without the S-ring assumption).

To prove the sufficiency, assume β). Then, in proving 1) of the preceding

proposition we have seen that a -> ψa with φax = (a, #> gives a ZMeft-isomor-

phism of A (not only into but) onto Homj?,p {An, BB). In terms of the (B, 1)-

iB, /3)-homomorphism π of BAB into B given by πx-ζl, #>, this means that

the condition iir) of Proposition 4 holds. A is thus β-Frobenius over B by

Corollary 5.
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